
Christmas Catalogue



Welcome to our
first Christmas Catalogue!
After two Christmases we’ve decided that it was time to 
make our very own catalogue! It’s been a labour of love 

& we very much hope you enjoy it!
  

We’ve carefully collated a range of our favourites & 
some of the very best books around this Christmas!

How to Buy Books in this Catalogue

A Brief Guide to Our Catalogue

Come & visit us in the shop to  see the books 
& take them home the same day! Phone to 
reserve or arrange postage on 01423 391301.
Email to reserve or arrange postage:
books@imaginedthings.co.uk

PB - is for paperback books
HB - is for hardback books

The months & years alongside the books denote the publication date. 
If there’s only a month then the year is always 2019. Most titles in the 
catalogue have been published very recently, but some have not, 
& if so the year will be given. Please note if published in PB, 

some will hsome will have been previously published in HB, & some are reissues.
Everything in the catalogue is subject to availability.

The books & other products featured  are 
just a small selection of what’s in the shop!



How to Find Us

Christmas Opening Hours

Christmas Closing Times

Right in Harrogate Town
Centre! We’re inside the 
Westminster Arcade on 
Parliament Street. 

 The front of the arcade
 is just down the hill from
BBettys, on the opposite 
side of the road, just 
past Debenhams.

Imagined Things Bookshop
4 Westminster Arcade

Parliament St., Harrogate, 
HG1 2RN

Monday - Saturday 10am-5pm
Sundays 12pm-4pm

 

Open as above until 4pm 
on Christmas Eve!

(Open 10am-3pm on New Year’s Eve)

Christmas Day
Boxing Day

The 27th of December
& New Year’s Day



Charity Christmas Cards

Only a small selection of the cards, bags & wrapping in store!

Christmas Cards & Wrap!

We have everything you need
for wrapping & spreading

 Christmas greetings this year...
some packs of cards in cardboard 
wallets (no plastic!), paper 
advent calendars, individual 
Christmas caChristmas cards, rolls of 
Christmas wrapping paper, 
pop-out cards, festive 

wooden postcards, tissue, gift 
tags & gift bags!

Supporting Young Lives vs. Cancer, the RSPCA & Dementia UK. 
The Charity Packs are available in many more designs too!



Imagine Millions of Books
We can order them all!

We can order any book in print into the shop 
for collection, usually for the NEXT DAY! 

 

In the run up to Christmas we can take next 
day orders up to the 21st of December! 

 

ThoThough we do advise ordering early where
possible to avoid dissapointment as titles
can run out quickly at this time of year.

 

Orders arrive next day except for Sundays & rare
occasions where there may be an unforseen delay.

 

WWe can order any book in print from established 
publishers, stock levels permitting.  

We can post them all too!

We o er free delivery on most UK orders over £30. 
We can take orders for delivery up until
 the 12th of December for UK addresses. 

We can post internationally also, up until the end of
 November, for many countries. 

We can post any book in print!
We can take orders in person in the shop, by email to

books@imaginedthings.co.uk or by phone on 01423 391301.
We can take payment by card over the phone, PayPal by

emailed link or bank transfer. 



£10.99 PB - September
 The first detailed examination 
of the unprecedented form of 
power called "surveillance 
capitalism," & the quest by 
powerful corporations to 
ppredict & control us.

£14.99 PB - August
The world's most 

powerful people are lying 
like never before & when 
information is a weapon,
everyone is at war. An 
expexploration of how we 
can reimagine our politics 
& ourselves in a time 
where truth has been 
turned topsy-turvy.

The Salt Path
£9.99 PB - January 

An honest & life-a rming true story 
of coming to terms with grief & the
 healing power of the natural world. 
Days after Raynor learns that her 
husband is husband is terminally ill, their home 
is taken away & they lose their 
livelihood. With nothing left & little 
time, they decide to walk the 630 
miles of the sea-swept South West 

Coast Path.

The Maths of Life & Death
£20 HB - September
An exquisitely interesting &
deeply serious book. It's the 
story of the world around us, 
& the wisdom that can be the 
diedierence between success & 
disaster. Why it's always sensible 
to question a statistic, often vital 
to ask for a second opinion & 
sometimes surprisingly handy to 
stick to the 37% rule...

The Art of Innovation
£25 HB - September 2019

Illustrated modern history of the 
connections between science 
& art reveals a new perspective 
on the links between the two.
Based on the landmark Based on the landmark 
Radio 4 series, & Science 
Museum exhibition. Artists & 
scientists have always been 
driven by curiosity & 

experimentation. Both have 
wanted to make sense of the 
worworld around them & often 

to change it. 

Not Fiction



£12.99 PB - April
A collection of true stories about 
the dream of greatness & its 
cost in the world of sports. 

Stripping away the 
self-serving myths & 

fantasies fantasies to fully reveal
the full truth.

£20 HB - August
The best of an 

extraordinary 70 year 
archive. Forgotten 
gems & the latest in
 intellectual thought. 
A time capsuA time capsule into
 our changing world 

that provides wise words
 for turbulent times. 

The Ride of a Lifetime
£20 in Hardback- September
CEO of Disney shares the ideas 
& values he embraced to reinvent 
one of the most beloved companies 
in the world. Four years later its 
vvalue is nearly five times what it 
was when Inger took over. He 
discusses essential qualities for 
leaders including: optimisim, 

courage, decisiveness & fairness. 

Talking to Strangers
£20 HB - September
From the bestselling author.
Reading it will actually change 
not just how you see strangers, 
but how you look at yourself, 
the nethe news - the world. Why do we
so often get other people wrong?
Stories of deceit & fatal errors are
used to cast doubt on our strategies 
for dealing with the unknown,
inviting us to rethink our thinking.

Not Fiction

Keep Clear
£14.99 PB - November 2019

A wonderfully bittersweet account
of living unwittingly with Asperger's 
syndrome. At 55 Tom gets the 

diagnosis that allows him to make 
sense of sense of everything that's come 
before, including his weird 
obsessions with road-sign 
design, magic tricks, spinning
 tops & Sherlock Holmes. As well 
as his accidental rudeness & 
other social impediments.

Exceptionally warm, bright, & moving. Alternately 
strikingly revealing, funny, & achingly sad. 



The Crowd & The Cosmos
£20 HB - October
The world of science has been 
transformed. With so much 
scientific data possible due to 
technological advances you 
need a need a lot of scientists - a 
crowd, in fact, to interpret it. 
Such a crowd is the Zooniverse,
the web-based project that 
allows hundreds of thousands 
of enthusiastic volunteers to 
contribute to science. This approach builds on a
llong history of so-called 'citizen science', given new
power by fast internet & distributed data. 
Discovery is no longer the remit only of scientists
in specialist labs or academics in ivory towers. It's 
something we can all take part in.

The Art of Rest
£16.99 HB - December
Today busyness has become a 
badge of honour. We want to say
we're busy, yet at the same time
we’re exhausted. Instead we should 
start taking start taking rest seriously. Based on 
the largest global survey into rest it 
counts down the top ten most restful 
activities. Spoiler alert - one of them is READING!

Not Fiction
Indistractable

£20 in Hardback- October
We are living through a crisis of 
distraction. Plans get side-tracked, 
friends ignored, work never seems
 to get done. A guide to making 
decisions & seeing them thdecisions & seeing them through.
Empowering & optimistic, this is the 
book that will help you design your 
time, realise your ambitions, & live 

the life you really want.
£18.99 HB - September
Mudlark (/̀mAdla;k/) noun: 
a person who scavenges for 
usable debris in the mud of
 a river or harbour.  Lara 
Maiklem has scoured the 
banbanks of the Thames 
for over 15 years in 

pursuit of the objects 
that the river 
unearths. 

£12.99 HB September
'Do not adopt a human on 
impulse.' Includes advice on 
how to move a sleeping 
human to the edge of their 
bed & to get doors opened 
for for you whether or not you 
have a private catflap! 



£18.99 HB 
September

Why flawed logic puts us all at 
risk & how critical thinking can 
save the world. We live in an 
era where access to all the

 know knowledge in the world is at 
our fingertips,but falsehoods 

can spread further &
 faster than ever before.

Hunting Killers
£16.99 HB July

Britain’s top crime investigator
reveals how he solves the unsolvable.
“Death has a unique smell. I've been
 in the presence of people who have 
kilkilled; I've been in rooms where 

people have been killed. I've seen the 
unspeakable things human beings 
are capable of. None of that puts me 
o  my aim; I want to see those people 
caught, convicted & sent to jail.”

Brilliant Maps
£20 HB November
Which nations have 
North Korean 
embassies? Who 
drives on the 'wrong' 
side of the side of the road? 
Revelatory, 
thought-provoking & fun.
A unique atlas of culture, 
history, politics & miscellanea.

£9.99 PB September
Fascinating history of,

& insight into
the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator the most 
popular personality
  test in the world.

Stephen King at the Movies
£25 HB September
No single author has been
adapted more than Stephen
King. There are 65 existing 
movies, 30 TV Series & more.
IncIncluding fresh critical 
analysis, interviews,
making of stories &
biographical elements 
alongside photography 
this is a must for any
King or King movie fan!

Not Fiction



£20 HB - September
Traces the history of 
seeing from the first 
evolutionary stirrings of 
sight & discovers that 
each time we changed
 how or what we see, how or what we see,
 we changed ourselves
 & the world around us.

Crusaders
£25 HB - September

Best-selling chronicler of 
the Middle Ages, turns 
his attention to the 

history of the Crusades. 
the sequence of the sequence of religious 
wars fought between the
 late 11th century & the 
late medieval periods. 

The Colour of Time
£9.99 PB - February 2019
Now in this compact paperback
format! Spanning 100 years in
 200 stunning photographs that 
have been rendered in full

 co colour! A unique & often beautiful 
perspective on the past. With
 narrative from Dan Jones that 
anchors each image in its 
context, & weaves them into 
a vivid account of the 

world that we live in today. 

World War II Infographics
£29.95 HB - August 2019
O ers a new approach by 

telling the story of the conflict 
visually. Encompassing the 
conflict in great detail through 
momore than 50 themes. It will 
delight history bu s, graphic 
design aficionados, & everyone 
seeking an overview of the war.

A History of the World with 
the Women Put Back In
£20 PB - September 2019
Once upon a time, history was 
written by men, for men & about 
men. Women were deemed less 

important, their important, their letters 
destroyed, their stories ignored. 
Not anymore. This is the story 
of women who went to war, 
women who stopped war & 
women who stayed at home. 
The rulers. The fighters.
The activisThe activists. The writers.

History



£9.99 PB - March
The distillation of
Monty Don’s 
50 years of 

gardening experience.

£20 HB - May
An extraordinary 
 journey into the
 worlds beneath 
our feet.

£16.99 HB - July
Gardening to save
the planet! Our
gardens can

become sanctuaries!

£8.99 PB - June
An insightful

 & inspiring account 
of a novice's 
year of keeping

bees. 

The Almanac
£10 in Hardback- September
A compact & pocket size guide to
the year as it unfolds. A seasonal
Guide to 2020 reinvents the 
tradition of the rural almanac 
for a new for a new audience. It gives you 
the tools & inspiration you need 
to celebrate, mark & appreciate 
each month of the year in your 

own particular way.

A Cloud A Day
£20 HB - September
365 skies selected by the Cloud 
Appreciation Society. The most 
remarkable skies from sublime 
thunderstorms & perfect sunsets 
tto hilarious clouds. Accompanied 
by enlightening explanations, snippets of cloud science,
poetry & uplifting quotations. It will inspire you to open
your eyes to the everyday beauty above & spend a
moment each day with your head in the clouds!

The Natural World

£9.99 PB - March
A 3,500 acre rewilding project.
Personal & inspirational. An

astonishing account of
the beauty & strength
 of nature, when it 
is giis given as much 

freedom as possible.



£9.99 PB - August
 His travels have taken him 
across the world to 

some of the most beautiful, 
dangerous & remote 
regions. This revelatory 
account taccount traces his own 
inspiring personal journey 

step by step. 

£14.99 HB - September
 THE BOOK BEHIND THE 
DOCUMENTARY. A glimpse
 of life inside the world's
 most secretive country...

a rare insight into 
North North Korea behind

 the headlines.

Me - Elton John
£25 HB - October

The first & only o cial 
autobiography of Elton John!  
Reveals the truth about his 

extraordinary life. The joyously funny, 
honest & mhonest & moving story of the most 

enduringly successful 
singer/songwriter of all time.
FREE EXCLUSIVE TOTE BAG
 WHILST STOCKS LAST!

Permanent Record
£20 HB - September
The man who risked 
everything to expose the US 
government's system of mass 
surveillance, reveals for the 
first time the sfirst time the story of his life, 
including how he helped to build 
that system & what motivated him 
to try to bring it down. A man who 
became a spy, a whistleblower, 
&, in exile, the Internet's conscience.  

The Fear Bubble
£20 HB - September 2019
Without fear, there's no challenge.
Without challenge, there's no 
growth. Without growth, there's 
no life. Ant Middleton is no stranger 
tto fear: as a point man in 
the Special Forces, he 
confronted fear on a daily 
basis, never knowing what 
lay behind the next corner, 
or the next closed door.

Ant has learned to harness the power of fear 
& understands the positive force that it can become.

Men’s Memoir



Medical Matters
Twas The Nightshift Before Christmas

£9.99 in Hardback - October 2019
From the author of the million copy bestseller THIS IS 
GOING TO HURT, Adam Kay is back with a festive foray
into the world of the hospital at Christmastime. With 
1.4milion NHS sta  o  to work whilst everyone else is 
tucking intucking into their turkey there are tales of removing 
babies & baubles from various places, with hilarity as
well as horror & sometimes heartbreak. You’ll be

glad you’re at home this Christmas or if you’re one of
the NHS sta  who’s not this will lighten your shift! 

Ebola Behind the Mask -£9.50 in Paperback - 2016
This may not be the most obvious of Christmas presents 
but it is a book written by the most amazing human. Local
Nurse Andy Denis, along with his colleague Dutch Doctor 

Anna Simon went out with  the international aid organisation 
Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF)/Doctors Without Borders to
work in one of their Ebola Manawork in one of their Ebola Management Centres & this is 

not only their story but the story of the patients they treated. 
Andy has raised over £100,000 for MSF through his fundraising, 
which is astounding & he has nursed for MSF on four missions. 

The Body  -£25 in Hardback -October 2019
We spend our whole lives in our body, but how many of us 

really appreciate how extraordinary it is? Full of 
extraordinary facts & astonishing stories, you’ll have a new
found appreciation for your body & the miracle of existence 

that it represents! 

Breaking & Mending
£12.99 in Hardback - September
"A few years ago, I found myself in A&E. 
I had never felt so ill. I was mentally &
 physically broken. So fractured, I hadn't 
eaten properly or slept well, or even changed my expression 
for months. I sat in a cubicle, behind paper-thin curtains & I 
shook with the e ort of not crying. I was an inch away from 
defdefeat... but I knew I had to carry on. Because I wasn't the 
patient. I was the doctor." Powerful memoir of fiction author
Joanna Cannon’s time as a junior doctor. 



£29.99 
Released October 2019
There’s now a brand new 
Harrogate edition of 

MONOPOLY!
 Imagine playing this 
classic set in our classic set in our very 

own town!

A range of traditional solid
wood toys including:
Gru alo Alphabets
4x4 Cars & Mini Cars 

Log Trucks
Breakdown Trucks
TTractors & more!

Traditional Wooden Toys

Great games, toys & puzzles

Just some of the puzzles & games we’ll have in store...

£8.00£10.00 £12.00 £8.00

 

Harrogate Monopoly!



Challenge Your Mind!
The Times
World Atlas
Puzzle Book
£14.99 PB
September
The ultimate
ggeographical 
challenge!
A mix of word 
games, trivia, 

brain teasers, anagrams &
conundrums!

The Classic FM
Puzzle Book
£12.99 PB
October

Think you know 
classical music? 
TTest yourself with
this collection of 
questions & puzzles 
to challenge, 

entertain & educate.

Cain’s Jawbone
£20 HB 
September

Six murders. One 
hundred pages. 
Millions of 
possibpossible 

combinations...
but only 

one is correct.

Improve Your
Word Power
£9.99 HB
July 2019
Put your 
vocabulary 
tto the test & 
improve it with 
this witty & 
engaging book.

The Floor is Lava
£9.99 PB
July 2019

100 games for
everyone,

anywhere! Spend
quality time quality time together
with family or 
friends - you’ll 
never run out of
inspiration for fun!

Magnificent
Maps 
£14.99 PB
October

A puzzle book
based on maps
ffrom the British
Libraries 

collection. 100
puzzling
examples!



Christmas Books
Last Christmas - £14.99 HB November
Curated & introduced by Greg Wise & Emma Thompson.
Featuring the writing of Meryl Streep, Bill Bailey, Emilia 
Clarke, Olivia Colman, Caitlin Moran, Richard Ayoade, 
Emily Watson & others. This is a beautiful, funny & soulful
collection of personal essays about the meaning of
 Christmas that ce Christmas that celebrates the importance of kindness,

 generosity, acceptance & tolerance. 

A Christmas Carol
£9.99 in HB - Reissue September 
Relive the magic of Charles Dickens’
classic tale. This new clothbound
edition is one to be treasured &
perhaps used to start a new 

Christmas tChristmas tradition of reading this
each year! (Many other editions 
also available from £5.99 in PB).   

Calm Christmas
£12.99 in HB- October 
Self-care during the 
Christmas period! 
Be led back to the 
enchantment of an 

aauthentic & meaningful 
Christmas & New Year.

 

Christmas Traditions
£14.99 HB - September

 
 

Revealing the intriguing origins of the traditional 
festivities. 40 short pieces on individual traditions are 
each accompanied by charming vintage illustrations 

from the British Library's collection.

The Twelve Birds of Christmas
£12.99 HB - October 2019

Using the structure of Christmas 
carols Moss explores 12 

fascinating British bird species. 
Including brilliant anecdotes 
& insights as he weaves 

history, culture, bird behaviour 
& fol& folklore into a compelling 

narrative for each 
species, tracing its fortunes
 over the past two centuries. 



The Icelandic tradition of  Jólabókaflóðið
is the tradition of the Christmas Book
Flood! This is where books are bought
as presents to be opened on Christmas 
Eve & then read with family whilst
drinking hot chocolate! There are many
variations of the tradition - why not variations of the tradition - why not 
start your own this year? Perhaps 
you could come book shopping on 

Christmas Eve, eat chocolate instead of 
drinking it, read a Christmas story out 
loud together or any other way to bring 

the magic of books to the 
night before Christmas!night before Christmas!

The Christmas Book Flood



Features 50 of the most architectural & historical
 buildings in our town! Local author Malcolm 

Neesam takes us through their provenance, design, 
materials & use, many having links to our spa 
town history. Featuring 120 photos/illustrations 
throughout. It’s a gorgeous record of some of 
the gthe great buildings in our town. It even features 
The Westminster Arcade where our bookshop is! 

£14.99 in Paperback - October 2018 by Malcolm Neesam

Harrogate & Yorkshire
100 Years of Bettys &Taylors

Who doesn’t love Bettys? A Harrogate 
institution celebrating their centenary this year!
Discover more about Bettys 100 year journey, 
with 100 photographs & enlightening, witty & 
exhaustively researched writing by Annie Gray. 
She tells the story of Bettys & Taylors, from 
the start right up the start right up to the present day. You 
will never look at Bettys the same way again!

 

£18.99 in Hardback - 14th November - by Annie Gray

Harrogate in 50 Buildings

Yorkshire Vet &Shepherdess

On Call with a Yorkshire Vet
£11.99 in HB - May 2019 

Adventures of the Yorkshire Shepherdess
£16.99 in HB - June 2019

Great Yorkshire authors writing 
about the realities of farming
(alongside nine children!)

& being a vet in the footsteps of
Herriot! Their previous titles are 

also available. 



The Dales Detective Series by Julia Chapman
Cosy Yorkshire Crime to enjoy with a cup of tea!

Harrogate & Yorkshire

Paperbacks at
£7.99 each
Posion 2019

Malice & Mystery
2018

Death 2017

Yorkshire by Richard Morris
£10.99 in Paperback - April 2019

A lyrical history of England's greatest county.
Yorkshire and Yorkshireness, told through the
prism of the region's most extraordinary people 
& places. Morris weaves history, family stories, 
travelogue & ecology to reveal how Yorkshire
took shape as a landscape in literature, 

llegend & popular regard.

£6.99 PB -
January 2017

£11.99 HB -
September 2019
New edition!

A comprehensive
guide to Yorkshire
brewing for
Yorkshire beer
lovers! Features
ovover 200 brewers,
favourite beers 
& where to 
drink them!

The perfect
pocket 
companion
for walking in 
the Yorkshire 
Dales! Featuring
40 mode40 moderate
walks to enjoy!

A shop favourite with an excellent cast of characters, intriguing mysteries 
& murder that won’t keep you up at night! Plus Yorkshire humour too!



New Cookery Books
The O cial Downton Abbey Cookbook

£25 in Hardback - September 2019
Over 100 recipes with colour photographs that 
showcase the cookery of the Crawley household - 
from upstairs centrepieces to downstairs puddings & 
pies. Food historian Annie Gray gives a warm & 
fascinating insight infascinating insight into these dishes. Includes a 
special section on hosting Downton-themed dinner 
parties, notes on the etiquette & customs of the times,
quotes from characters & stills from across the

TV series & recent film. A must for all Downton fans!

Mary Berry
Cooks Up a
Feast
£25 - HB
October 2019
Updated edition
tto put your 
mind at rest 
when cooking
for a crowd!

£20 HB - October 
Bring more vegetables
to your table every night

of the week!

£20 HB - December 
Transition to a more plant
based diet without giving
up meat & dairy completely.

£25 HB - November 
The ultimate vegan
bible by Britain’s 

foremost vegan cook!

Nigel Slater
Greenfeast
£22 - HB
October 2019
A fast, 

season-led 
vevegetarian
cookbook
perfect for
autumn & 
winter days.



Get Into the Spirit of Christmas
Sipsmith’s Sip: 100 Gin Cocktails
£15.99 in Hardback - September 2019
Find out the real reason gin has had a 

resurgence.- Sipsmith had more than a little 
something to do with it! Then enjoy drinking it at 
home with cocktails made with only 3 ingredients!

So aSo anyone can impress & enjoy!

70 delicious cocktail recipes in a lavish toast to the 
glamorous world of the Crawleys. With a brief 

history of each drink & peppered with quotes from 
Downton characters, the recipes are organized by 

the places the drinks were served!

The O cial Downton 
Abbey Cocktail Book
£14.99 HB- September 2019

101 Whiskies To Try Before You Die
£14.99 in Hardback - September 2019

Revised & updated this is a whisky guide with a dierence. 
Avoiding the deliberately obscure, the ridiculously limited & 

the absurdly expensive, whisky expert Ian Buxton 
recommends an eclectic selection that enthuiasts must try 

tto complete their whisky education!

Rose Made Me Do It
£9.99 in Hardback - May 2019

60 perfectly pink punches & cocktails. The latest 
cocktail recipe book in the very successful series. 
Rose makes an ideal base for cocktails. Writer,
 mixologist & cocktail consultant Colleen Graham 
explains everything you need to know: how to 
choose the right type of wine, which spirits &

 mixers b mixers blend well & how to create crisp cocktails 
for every occasion.



Perfect Poetry
The Poetry Pharmacy Returns
£12.99 in Hardback - September 2019

This gorgeous clothbound compilation of poetry is a 
completely new collection of poems from Poetry
Pharmacist William Sieghart who prescribes short, 

powerful poems for all manner of ailments from ageing 
bodies & exisbodies & existential crises to long-distance relationships &
 embracing your slovenliness. This new edition caters to 
all-new conditions while drilling further down into the 
universals too. Perfect for treasured friends, barely 

tolerated siblings, beloved aunts & revered grandparents.

£14.99 HB
September

Over 250 poems to 
read, relish & recite, as 
well as advice on how 
to learn poetry by 

hheart & the benefits of 
doing so:  improve
 memory, boost brain 
power, extend your 
vocabulary & beat 
cognitive decline!

Chris Riddell has 
selected & illustrated 
his very favourite 
classic & modern 
poems about love. 
This gorgeously 
ilillustrated collection
celebrates love in all
its guises, from silent 
admiration through 
passion to tearful 
resignation.

Enjoy the 
poetry & 
prose of 
Shakespeare
every day 
of the year!
MaMakes the
perfect 
gift for
reading &
sharing! Also
available in 

two poetry editions for every 
day or night of the year!

£12.99 HB - October 
£18.99 HB - September

£7.99 HB
October
Carol Ann 
Du y's new 
Christmas
 poem is 
inspiinspired by 
the fairs held on the River 
Thames in London as it froze 
over in the uncommonly cold 
winters of the Little Ice Age.



£16.99 HB August
The owner of The 

Bookshop in Wigtown, 
Scotland with more than 
a mile of shelving has 
to contend with bizarre 
rrequests from people who 
don't understand what a 

shop is...

£14.99 HB August
What lies behind the picture
 books that make up our 
childhood? Because the 
best are far more 

complex than they seem 
& dar& darker too. You will
see even stories you've 

read a hundred times afresh!

£25 PB July
The Yellow Pages of 

publishing! With advice & 
guidance from experts & 
writers as well as details for 
all UK publishers & agents. 
Essential for all thoseEssential for all those
seeking publication!

£8.99 PB February
It will delight and amuse,
but it isn't just another 
how-to-write handbook: 
it shows you how not 
to write if you want 
tto get published.

£18.99 PB 2018
The definitive visual 

guide to writing imaginative
fiction. With full-colour
throughout to stimulate 
creative thinking. Plus

 es essays from other authors.

£10  HB August
It is the most divisive
punctuation mark in 
the English language,
& many are too scared 
to go near it. But why? 
When is it e ectiWhen is it e ective?
 Have we been 
misusing it? 

Should we even care?

Books About Books & Writing



The Testaments

PB £8.99
Feb 2019

The Sequel to 
The Handmaid’s Tale
£20 in Hardback - September 2019
The new Margaret Atwood novel that 
answers everything you ever wanted 
to know about Gilead & more. It is 
brilliant! brilliant! Told from the point of view
of three women it gives us new & 
unexpected perspectives on the 
world of The Handmaid’s Tale...
WITH A FREE TESTAMENTS TOTE 
BAG & BADGE WHILST STOCKS LAST!

The Handmaid’s Tale 
Matching Design 
HB £14.99/PB £8.99
TV Tie-In PB £8.99

Other great titles exploring themes of power, corruption & control...

PB £8.99
April 2017

Women have all 
the power.

Women & girls 
can’t speak.

What is a 
woman for?

PB £8.99
March 2019

HB £12.99
May 2019

Women are paid
to reproduce. 

PB £7.99
1949
Nobody is 
safe. 



Period.
£12.99 HB August
Somehow, despite 
women having 
periods since the 
dawn of time we've 
ttotally clammed up 
on anything to do 
with menstruation. 
Why are we still so 
ignorant about such 
a fundamental bodily
process? A fierce & 
funfunny rallying cry to
smash this ridiculous taboo. Because 
it's about bloody time. Period.

Fight Like
a Girl
£9.99 PB June
A mixture of 
memoir, opinion 
& investigative
journalism journalism to 
expose just how
unequal the 
world continues 
to be for 
women. Personal,
inspiring &
coucourageous.

Women’s Not Fiction

Three Women -£16.99 HB July 
A record of unmet needs,unspoken 
thoughts, disappointments, hopes
 & unrelenting obsessions. Like a 
true crime story - in which the crime 
is desire. How did Lina end up with 
husband who won’t husband who won’t touch her? How 
did Maggie end up in a relationship 
with her teacher & then in court, 
a hated pariah in her small town? 
How did Sloane end up a sexual
 object with a  husband, who liked
 to watch her have sex with others? 

£6.99 PB 2018
Historical & 
modern 
examples 

of how women 
are treated. 
expexploring 
misogyny, 

the public voice 
of women, our 

cultural 
assumptions

 about women's 
rrelationship with

 power & 
 powerful women.

Invisible Women
£16.99 HB March

Exposing data bias in a world built
for men. Imagine a world where 
your doctor prescribes drugs that 
are wrong for your body & the 

hours hours you work are not recognised 
or valued. If this sounds familiar
chances are that you're a woman.
We are systematically ignoring half
 the population. Find out how. 



£12.99 HB
September 2019

New collection of 
apocalyptic short 

stories from the classic 
age of science fiction. 
Featuring rare tales from 
the British Library's vaults. 

The book of the two recent IT films
(Chapter 2 film out September 2019.)

“We all float down here.”
Meet Pennywise the Clown -
otherwise known as IT. As 
he terrorizes the children 
of of Derry a gang of losers try 
to do something about IT.
A book about friendship, 
growning up, children’s
perception & being afraid.

Imagine Imaginary
Horrors...

£10.99 PB
Reissue 2019 Author of The Silent 

Companions. Historical
gothic horror that will
keep you up at night!
Atmospheric, unsettling,
creepy & gripping. 

A chilling collection 
of psychological
 suspense &

literary horror short 
stoies. Nineteen tales 
from the award-winning 

horhorror writer Payl Tremblay. 
£8.99 PB - July 2019

£14.99 HB - Nov 2019£8.99 PB - May 2019

Yorkshire horror. Recently 
bereaved Leah is desperate 
to escape Christmas & 

buys a run-down Yorkshire 
farmhouse. It's soon clear 
it's not just the house 
that needs that needs renovation, 
there's something 
wrong with 
the land too...



£9.99 PB - September 2019

It is worse, much worse, than 
you think. The slowness of 
climate change is a fairy tale, 
perhaps as pernicious as the 
one that says it isn't happening 
at all. We have engineered first 
in ignoin ignorance & then in denial a 
climate system that will now go 
to war with us for many centuries, 
perhaps until it destroys us. 

With recent political scandals
 & events it's no wonder we've 
lost our faith in government. 
In this searching  examination 
 award-winning journalist 
Isabel Hardman asks why we 
end up with those we don’t end up with those we don’t 
trust - & how faith might 

be restored.

Excellent & appalling... Describing how 
close we came in the 70s to dealing 
with the causes of global warming. 
 Learn what did - & didn't - happen in 
the 80s & what those past failures 
mean for us now. It is not just an
 a agonizing revelation of missed 
opportunities, but a clear-eyed
 & eloquent assessment of how we 
got here, & what we can & must
 do before it's truly too late.

... & Real Ones...

£14.99 HB - April 2019
Confined in a cell 
4 metres long, a 

persecuted writer reflects 
upon his sentence, on a 
life whittled down to bars 
& on the hope & solace 
a wria writer's mind can 
provide, even in 

the darkest of places.
£9.99 PB - March 2019

£8.99 PB- April 2019£8.99 PB  -August 2019

Intricately researched 
& written by a historian 
so well it reads like a 
novel. This is the true 
story of a father & son
who survive many years
 of the Ho of the Holocaust as 
Nazi prisoners together.
Immersive, horrifying

& hopeful.



Introducing Our
Book Subscription Service!

Buy the perfect gift for the book lover 
in your life! 

 

If you’ve no idea what books they’d like or think it’d be 
lovely for them to get a new hand-selected book every 
month then leave it to us! We select books for them 
based on their based on their reading tastes & send a hand-wrapped

 book in the post every month! 

You get a lovely gift envelope to present them with 
& they get a thoughtful & personalised gift that 

will last much longer than Christmas!
 

All you need to do is select which subscription you’d 
lilike on the opposite page then we’ll sort out the rest!



Adults’ Subscriptions

Children’s Subscriptions

Paperbacks

Paperbacks

Hardbacks

Hardbacks

3 months - £40.99 
6 months - £78.99
9 months- £116.99
12 months - £154.99

3 months - £34.99 
6 months - £66.99
9 months- £98.99
12months - £130.99

3 months - £57.99 
6 months - £110.99
9 months- £164.99
12months - £219.99

3 months - £64.99 
6 months - £120.99
9 months- £178.99
12 months - £234.99

All prices include a lovely silver subscription envelope to give to the 
recipient (& postage of it to them if preferred), a personally selected 
book delivered each month based on the recipient’s reading tastes 
by our booksellers that will be hand-wrapped & tied with twine!

All subscriptions can be purchased in the shop. 
They can also be purchased over the phone or by email & 

PayPal/bank transfer/card payment by phone. 
Subscriptions will be available to purchase on our website in due 
course. We can only presently post subscriptions within the UK. 



Adult Fiction
The Institute
£20 HB - September

Deep in the woods of Maine, there
is a dark state facility where kids, 
abducted from across the US, are 
incarcerated & subjected to tests 
& p& procedures to combine their 
exceptional gifts - like telepathy & 
telekinesis - for concentrated 

e ect. They are prisoners but can 
they use their gifts to escape?

Little Darlings
£12.99 HB - September

Lauren is alone on the maternity 
ward with her new-born twins 
when a terrifying encounter in 
the middle of the night leaves
 her co her convinced someone is
 trying to steal her children.
A thriller that taps into every
woman’s fear that she won’t

be believed... 

£20 HB October
The new standalone
novel from the author 
of Me Before You. Set 
In 1930s Kentucky it is 
about a group of fiesty
women women teaming up to 
deliver books across

the wilderness to spread 
the wonder of books &
reading to the poor & the
lost, against the odds.

£20 HB - September 
New novel from the author

of The Miniaturist. 
About secrets & storytelling.

£20 HB - August
England 1648.

 A dangerous time for a 
woman to be dierent.

£8.99 PB - July
Atmospheric historical
mystery of a drowned 
child who could be
 anyone’s... 



Adult Fiction
The Neighbour
£7.99 PB - October

A new home. A new start.It's all 
the Lockwoods want. On The 
Avenue it seems possible. But on
 their moving-in day they arrive to 
a media fa media frenzy. A serial killer has 
struck in the woods behind The
 Avenue. The neighbours quite
 clearly have secrets & the

 Lockwoods are watching everyone.

£7.99 PB - July
When single mum 
Joanna shares a 
rumour at the 
school gates - 
desperate to 
ingingratiate 

herself with the 
clique of mothers
 at her son's new 
school there is

 no going back... 
there’s a killer 
among themamong them

 & everyone wants
to know who...

The Cockroach
£7.99 PB - September

A bitingly funny new political satire. 
Jim Sams woke from uneasy dreams 
to find himself transformed. In his new
incarnation he is the most powerful 
man in Britain & it is his mission man in Britain & it is his mission to 
carry out the will of the people. With 
trademark intelligence, insight 
& humour McEwan pays tribute to 
Kafka's most famous work. 

Expectation
£7.99 PB - September

What happened to the women we 
were supposed to become? Hannah, 
Cate & Lissa are young, vibrant &
 inseparable. Ten years on, they are
 not whe not where they hoped to be. Amidst 
flailing careers & faltering marriages, 
each hungers for what the others 
have. And wonders what does it take

 to lead a meaningful life?

A Single Thread -£14.99 HB - August The author of the Girl With a Pearl 
Earring. 1932, & the losses of WWI are still keenly felt.Violet Speedwell, mourning & 

regarded as a ‘surplus woman’ resolves to strike out alone. As the  threat 
of WWII appears on the horizon Violet could maybe change everything...



Huge New Philip Pullman!
The Book of Dust Volume Two
The Secret Commonwealth
£20 in Hardback - October 2019

It is 20 years since the events of La Belle 
Sauvage unfolded & saw the baby Lyra 
Belacqua begin her life-changing journey.
It is almost 10 It is almost 10 years since readers left Lyra 
& the love of her young life, Will Parry,on 
a park bench in Oxford's Botanic Gardens 
at the end of His Dark Materials. Now we 

meet Lyra Silvertongue again & 
she is no longer a child . . .

The Book of Dust 
Volume One

La Belle Sauvage
£8.99 PB

The prequel to 
His Dark Materials
set when set when Lyra is a 

baby.  

His Dark Materials (the original trilogy) available in 
macthing covers. £8.99 each in paperback, other versions also available.



Step into Science Fiction
The Children of Time
Children of Time - £8.99 PB- 2016
Children of Ruin - £18.99 HB- 2019
A science fiction giant. Winner of the 
Arthur C. Clarke Award. Children of 
Time is the epic story of humanity's 
battbattle for survival on a terraformed 
planet. Children of Ruin is in the 
same universe but set on a planet 
where something has been awoken 
that was best left undisturbed.

Brilliant Becky Chambers
Wayfarers Series all PB £8.99-
1st 2015, 2nd 2017, 3rd 2019 
To Be Taught If Fortunate HB
£12.99 - August 2019

Other Adult Science Fiction Titles...

£16.99 HB
July 2019

In the future, instead of 
terraforming planets to sustain 
human life, explorers of the galaxy

 transform themselves. 

£8.99 PB
August 2019

£20 HB
October  2019

£8.99 PB
February

£18.99 HB
November

& PB above £8.99

Wayfarers Series... 

1st

2nd 3rd



Savour The Starless Sea
The Starless Sea
£20 in Hardback - October 2019
From the author of The Night Circus 
comes this beauty of a book. It’s 
full of mystery, adventure & 

discovery. About love, time & fate.
About doors that mAbout doors that may open into 
other worlds & a subterranean 
labyrinth that protects stories.
It’s about what we we believe &
where that takes us. A gorgeous, 
almost inexplicable novel for lovers
of stories & the magic in the meaning

of our liof our lives... 

The Night Circus 
£8.99 in Paperback -
this edition published 2016

Here’s a few other adult fantasy titles...

£16.99 HB
July 2019

Now the circus is open. Now 
you may enter. 

Discover a dierent kind of
magic in The Night Circus!

£12.99 HB
Collector’s Edition
November 2019

£7.99 PB
September 2019

£16.99 HB
February 2019

Many more fantasy titles
in the shop & available to order! 



Georgia’s Favourite Fiction
My Sister the Serial Killer

£8.99 PB -September 2019
Amazingly gripping. A darkly comic tale told with beautiful 
brevity that demands to be consumed. Korede’s sister 
calls her to ask her to help dispose of her boyfriend’s 
body. It’s not the first time. Korede dutifully attends with 
bbleach & a strong stomach. When her sister then starts 
dating the doctor from Korede’s work she is upset not
just because she liked him but because she’s worried 

he’ll end up dead... 

The Dreamers
£14.99 HB - February 2019

So beautifully written it’s almost like poetry This is the 
story of a small town transformed by a mysterious
sleeping sickness. It is gorgeous, harrowing & 
heart felt with a dream-like quality of its own.

The Wall
£8.99 PB - September 2019

Kavanagh is to patrol the Wall for the next two years. If 
he's lucky. If nothing goes wrong. But what if something 
did happen - if the Others came, if he had to fight for 
his life? It is about a troubled world you will recognise as 
your own & about what might be found when all is lost.
A rare story that genuinely works on two levels - 

KKavanagh's human story & a story of humanity itself.  

The Girl Who Could...
£8.99 PB - June 2019

A sweary but uplifting adventure that’s definitley for 
grown-ups! Teagan can move things with her mind & in 

exchange for a semblance of a normal life she does jobs for 
the government only she can do. Now someone’s ended 
up dead & only someone with Teagan’s powers could 
have killed them. Can she prove her innoncence in time?

The Owner of Imagined Things reveals her favourite recent fiction...



Thrilling Fiction
Red Snow
£8.99 PB - October

One suicide. One cold-blooded murder. 
Are they connected? And who's really
 pulling the strings in the small Swedish 
town of Gavrik? A deaf reporter at the 

llocal paper, has a fortnight to 
investigate before she moves. A 

blizzard moves in & Tuva must go deep 
inside the Grimberg liquorice factory 
to stop the killer before she leaves 

town for good.

The Sleepwalker
£12.99 HB - July 
Through a series of rolling 
Blackouts Detective Aidan Waits
sits on an abandoned hospital ward,
watching a mass murderer slowly die. 
He has just one job… He has just one job… to extract the 
location of Martin Wick's final victim
before the notorious mass murderer passes away. 

£7.99 PB September
Seven guests. Seven 
secrets. One killer.
On the remote 
Scottish island of 
Rum where a hotel 
rretreat has turned 
into a deadly
nightmare… 

£16.99 HB -September
Ann’s brand new series. 
Set in Devon, in a place
not quite as idyllic 

as the tourists suppose. 

£20 HB - November
A “lost” Ian Rankin
novel, out of print for
over 30years after only
a 1000 copies were printed!

£20 HB - September
Master of the intelligent
thriller. Using history
to show the fragility
of our civilisation. 



Hardback Fiction

False Value
£18.99 HB 
November 2019

The new Rivers of London 
novel! Follow London 
police o cer & wizard 
appapprentice Peter Grant in 
this blend of inventive 
urban fantasy, mystery 
thriller & hilarious fantasy 
caper. Other books in 
the series available in PB. 

The Wayward Girls
£12.99 HB - September
A haunting in an isolated

 house in the Yorkshire Moors. 
In 1976… the girls heard it 
first, the knocking inside the 
wwalls. Now… decades on a 
group of strangers are
 looking to discover the 
truth about the house 
& what happened that 

summer. But can one of the 
girls, Lucy, now grown up,
 conf confront her past?

The End of the Ocean
£16.99 HB - October

Author of the no. 1 international 
bestseller The History of Bees. 
A captivating new novel about
 the threat of a worldwide water
 shorta shortage as seen through the 
eyes of a father & daughter. A
 heartbreaking, inspiring story
 about the power of nature & 

the human spirit.

Cilka’s Journey
£14.99 HB 
October 2019

The sequel to the 
internationally No.1 

bestselling The Tattooist 
of of Auschwitz. Based on the 
true story of Cilka Klein, 16 
when she is taken to 

Auschwitz-Birkenau. Cilka 
learns quickly that power, 
even unwillingly given, 
equals survival. After
 libe liberation, Cilka is 

charged as a collaborator
 by the Russians & sent to 
a desolate, brutal prison 
camp in Siberia.  A 

powerful testament to 
the triumph of the human
 will. It will m will. It will move you to 
tears, but it will also leave 

you astonished &
uplifted by one woman's 
fierce determination to
 survive, against all odds.



This is Not a Drill
£7.99 PB - June 2019 
Extinction Rebellion is a 
global activist movement 
of ordinary people, 
demanding action 
ffrom Governments.

How To Give 
Up Plastic

£6.99 PB - April 2019 
Plastic pollution 

is the environmental 
scourge of our age, 
but how can but how can YOU 
make a dierence?

There is No Planet B
£9.99 PB - February 2019

Feeding the world, climate change, 
biodiversity, antibiotics, plastics - 
the list of concerns seems endless. 
But what is most pressing, what are 
the knock-on e ecthe knock-on e ects of our actions, 
& what should we do first? This book
maps it out in an accessible & 
entertaining way, filled with 
astonishing facts and analysis.

Factfulnes
£9.99 PB - March 2019
Ten Reasons We're Wrong 
About The World - And Why 

Things Are Better Than You Think!
 By legendary statisticians this 
is inspiring & is inspiring & revelatory, filled 
with lively anecdotes & moving
 stories. An urgent & essential 
book that will change the way 

you see the world.

21 Lessons for the 21st Century
£9.99 PB - Auguts 2019

Bestselling author of Sapiens & 
Homo Deus. The future is here. Learn
 to live in it. In 21 bite-sized lessons, 
exploring what it means to be human 
in an ain an age of bewilderment. How can 
we protect ourselves from nuclear 
war, ecological cataclysms & 
technological disruptions? What 
about the epidemic of fake news or 
terrorism? What should we teach 

our children?

Imagine a Better World
For Adults...



Imagine a Better World
For Children...

Greta & the Giants -£6.99 PB - November 
An inspiring picture book that retells the story 
of Nobel Peace Prize nominee Greta Thunberg.
Printed sustainably in the UK on 100% recycled 
paper. 3% of the cover price goes to Greenpeace 
UK. Using the allegory of a forest with giants to
mamake climate change understandable to children.

Greta’s Story
£6.99 PB - August 

Kids Fight Plastic
£7.99 PB - August 

No One is Too Small
to Make a Dierence
£2.99 PB - May

New edition in Nov

There’s a Rang-Tan in My Bedroom
£12.99 HB - August 2019 

Based on the Greenpeace film that became a 
viral sensation. Told from the point of view of 
a little girl… "There's a Rang-tan in my 

bedroom & I don't know what to do…" & an 
oorangutan "There's a human in my forest & I 
don't know what to do…" educational
& entertaining with a serious message 
about palm oil & the planet & a section 

on what children can do. 



Give books because you love them,
Spread joy the whole year through,
Give many lives & much surprise & 

knowledge to accrue,
Give worlds of wonder & contemplation,
Give journeys through many a nation,
Give them food that's for their mind...Give them food that's for their mind...

books!
The everlasting present,
Never left behind! 

Our Christmas Poem



Children’s Picture Books
The Yum Yum Tree
£6.99 PB August

A wonderful fun & heart felt 
story from a local Harrogate 
author! And a shop favourite! 
Baby monkey has climbed up 
the high, spiky, sticky trunk the high, spiky, sticky trunk 
& can't get down. Every animal 
has an idea for coaxing her 
back to her anxious mother, 
but monkey refuses to move! Grumpycorn

£6.99 PB May
Unicorn wants to write the
 most fabulous story in the 
world but he has NO IDEA 
what to write! When his 
friends try friends try to join in, 
will Unicorn turn into a...
GRUMPYCORN? 

100 Cats - £6.99 PB May
Sitting cat, spitting cat, tangled-in-your-knitting cat,
 paw cat, claw cat ruining your chair! New cat, shoo
 cat! Living in the zoo cat, swing cat, cling cat . . .
HANG IN THERE! This hilarious picture book is a 
brilliant cornucopia of cats in silly scenarios. 

The Snow Dragon
£6.99 PB October

You can be late for many 
things in life,but you should
 never keep an adventure
 waiting... In Griselda’s 
ggloomy orphanage, 

daydreaming is banned, 
skipping forbidden & 
Christmas is cancelled. 
But magic awaits in 

the swirling, snow-filled air…

Once Upon a Wild Wood
£6.99 in Paperback September

A fabulously funny fairy tale, full of warmth & wit! Little 
Green Raincape is on her way to Rapunzel's party, deep
in the wild woods. This richly imagined story is packed 
full of familiar fairy tale characters as you've never 
seen them befoseen them before. Including Red Riding Hood, 
Thumbelina, Beauty & the Beast, Cinderella, 
the three bears, the seven dwarfs & many more!



These adorable crinkly newspapers are 
wonderful! With bold text & images, & 
an excellent crinkly sound! They must
 be scrunched! Perfect for little ones 
- they’re even washable at 30 degrees!

Plus they’re easily posted too!

Fun from The Baby 
University Series have
bright colours & 
thick pages to suit  
babies! The science is 
simplified but correct! 

Early learning fun with
colours to help little
fish find his mum!

The perfect introduction
to the 12 days of 

Christmas for the very 
young. Tabs reveal 
each of the days 
with bright colours
on thick paon thick pages!

Many more designs available  including nursery 
rhymes, artic animals, unicorn alphabet & more! 

Plus many more titles available in the shop!

Baby’s Christmas! 
Nursery Times Crinkly Newspapers!

£12.00 each

£6.99 BB - March

The 12 Days of 
Christmas

£5.99 BB - September

Physics for Babies
£7.99 BB 2017



Children’s Christmas

The Lonely Christmas Tree
£7.99 in PB - November 2019

A gorgeous tale about the true meaning of 
Christmas!  Inspired by the Christmas poem 'Twas 
the Night Before Christmas with an uplifting 
message about overcoming loneliness & 

cecelebrating being together.

Just a tiny selection of the many childrens’ Christmas
books we’ll have in the shop...

How Winston Delivered Christmas
£9.99 in Paperback - October 2019

A Christmas Advent Book! With a chapter to read
each  night in the run up to Christmas! Follow 
Winston the mouse who is on a mission get a lost
Christmas letter to Santa in time! Includes fun

festifestive activites to do together too!

Christmas Comes to Moominvalley
£6.99 Paperback -October 2019

Find out how the kind & tolerant Moomins work out 
what really matters at Christmas, in this retelling
 of Tove Jansson's unique & wise tale. The Moomins
 are woken up from their winter sleep to be

  told that 'Christmas' is coming. but the Moomins
have no idea what or who Christmas is... 

One Christmas Wish  -£8.99 Paperback -October 2019
It's Christmas Eve & Theo sees an odd-looking star out 
of his window & decides to make a wish. Moments later 
the Christmas decorations begin to disentangle themselves
 from the tree behind him, ready to wreak a little havoc .
Written with generous helpings of warmth & humour, 
this is a timethis is a timeless Christmas story about treasuring the
 people & values that really matter at this time of year.



Children’s Picture Books
Axel Scheer’s Flip Flap Frozen
£8.99 Board Book -September 2019

From the illustrator of The Gru alo comes a 
new title in his brilliant flip flap series. What
 do you get if you cross a narwhal with a 
reindeer? It's a nardeer, of course! With over 
121 possib121 possible creations, silly names & hilarious 
rhyming text. Simply flip the pages to create 

seriously silly mixed-up creatures!

The Fate of Fausto by Oliver Jeers
£16.99 in Hardback -September 2019

A stunningly presented modern-day fable from
 world-renowned (& shop favourite!) Oliver Je ers. There 
was once a man who believed he owned everything,
even the sea.  Spectacular art with powerful message 
that will that will touch the hearts of adults & children alike.

The Girl & the Dinosaur
£10.99 HB September

A masterpiece of storytelling with evocative & 
stunning illustrations, destined to be read for years to 
come. The wishing stars burn bright tonight, the air 

is thick with dreams. In a town by the seaside, Marianne 
is ois often seen foraging on the beach. But she isn't 

playing with children her own age. Instead Marianne is 
alone, & digging for dinosaur bones to build a special 
sort of companion. Then, one night, she goes to sleep 

wishing that her dinosaur might come to life...

The new Oi book! Following on from Oi Frog, Oi 
Dog, Oi Cat & Oi Duck-billed Platypus! Frogs 
sit on logs, cats sit on mats & dog is looking 
after some puppies. Quite a few puppies, 
actually, & none of them will sit! Not even on 
guppies, like they're supposed to! They're 

ggetting a little out of hand. Hilarious for all ages!

Oi Puppies! by Kes 
Grey & Jim Field
£12.99 HB October



Children’s Fiction
The Magic Place by Chris Wormell

£11.99 in Hardback August 2019
From her cellar bedroom, Clementine dreams of a magic 
place. And she's determined to find it one day. But first 
she must escape from her wicked aunt and uncle & from 
the Great Black City. With the help of her best friend, 
Gilbert, a Gilbert, a very clever cat, she sets o  on an epic journey 
that just might make her dreams come true. A thrilling, 

moving & funny adventure about looking for 
the most magical place of all. HOME.

The Missing Bookshop 
£7.99 in Hardback June 2019

Milly loves going to story time at her local bookshop. 
Mrs Minty is an encyclopaedia of books and knows the
perfect story for every occasion… tales of mischievous 
children and faraway lands, magical beasts & daring 
adadventures. But the bookshop is old and creaky, just
 like Mrs Minty herself. And then one day Milly arrives to
 find the shop gone. What has happened to Mrs Minty &
 her irreplaceable bookshop? A warm & uplifting tale

 about the importance of stories.

£8.99 HB August
Kevin is a roly-poly flying pony. 
He has everything - a constant 
supply of biscuits & his best 
friend, Max. But then he is 

kidnapped!

£5.99 PB September
Half vampire/half
fairy & lots of fun
with winter magic. 
Contains a beautiful
wintry tale & activities!

£5.99 PB September
Join Kitty & her cat 
crew on the rooftops 
for enchanting 
adventures by the
 light of the moon.



Stunning New Illustrated Editions
Harry Potter & The Goblet of Fire
Illustrated by Jim Kay
£32.00 in Hardback - October 2019

This is the latest in the gorgeous ilustrated 
editions of the Harry Potter books. Much 
bigger than the paperbacks they’re

pacpacked full of ilustrations & also contain the 
entire text of the story! This one is 464 pages! 
An excellent gift for long-time fans, collectors 
& children who are yet to discover the 

magic of Hogwarts! 
FREE HARRY POTTER CHARM/PIN BADGE WORTH £4.99 OR £4.99 OFF
ANY HARRY POTTER JEWELLERY OR ACCESORIES  WITH THIS BOOK 

IF PURCHASED BEFORE DECEMBER. (WHILST STOCKS LAST)

The preceding three books are also available in matching illustrated 
editions at £30 each in Hardback. The first two are also available in 

smaller illustrated paperbacks at £14.99 each. 

The Iron Man 
illustrated by Chris Mould
£16.99 in Hardback - August 2019

A truly beautiful new edition of The Iron Man
illustrated by Yorkshire author/illustrator
Chris Mould. The late Ted Hughes was born 
in in Yorkshire & this new reimagining of his 

classic tale brings the story to life for a whole
new generation of children (& adults too!).
The Iron Man came to the top of the cli.
Where had he come from? Nobody knows.
How was he made? Nobody knows. A 

poignant tale of dierences, acceptance &
trust that will trust that will warm your heart. Five chapters
designed to be read in five nights make this 
a wonderful story to share & cherish.

     SIGNED COPIES AVAILABLE! (Whilst stocks last!)
 



Harry Potter Jewellery
& Accessories

We stock a range of o cial Harry Potter Jewellery & 
Accessories! Perfect for witches & wizards in training & 
those old enough to work for the Ministry of Magic too!
Here’s just a selection of what we have in the shop...

Time Turner Necklaces

Keyrings

Charms for Bracelets & Necklaces
Charms £4.99 each in a range of designs

Bracelets in black or silver usually £5.99, now £3 
before December whilst existing stock lasts.
Bracelets in various sizes for children & adults. 

CufflinksPin Badges
£8.00 each

£15.00 Boxed £4.99 each

Wand Necklaces in Ollivander’s Box

£14.99

Were £24.99, now £12.50 before December

Gold coloured time turner 
necklaces that actually spin! 
Imagine you can turn back 
time like Hermione!

Keyrings in 
range of Harry 
Potter styles. 

Silver plated mini replica wand necklaces on long
chains. Wands available: Harry’s, Hermione’s & 
Dumbledore’s. Carry the magic with you!

Cu inks & pin badges come in a range of designs.

More designs available than those pictured. All whilst stocks last. 



Children’s Books

The Way Home for Wolf
£12.99 HB October
Stubborn wolf cub Wilf 
doesn't want help from 
anyone. Whatever it is, 
he can do it all by 
himself. This positihimself. This positive 
rhyming story is perfect 
for stubbornly independent 
little cubs everywhere! 

The Story Orchestra
£14.99 HB October

Discover the spellbinding 
magic of Swan Lake in 
this musical retelling. 
Push the button on each 
bbeautiful scene to hear 
the  sound of an 

orchestra playing from 
Tchaikovsky's score.

The Sleepy Pebble & Other Stories
£12.99 HB October

We all know how di cult it 
can be to get little ones to 
sleep. This soothing 

collection of stories have 
been specialbeen specially written 
by leading experts whose 
technique has had 
repeated success.

Coupled with dreamlike & 
calming illustrations, 
this treasury is sure to 

mamake bedtime a little easier. 

Let’s Find the Penguin £6.99 September
Penguin is hiding. Let's go and find him! There are 
lots of animals playing in the snow, but could any 
of them be Penguin? Peek through the pages & 
lift the touchy-feely felt flaps to find out!

The Polar Express  Mini Edition
£6.99 HB 2014

This gorgeous Christmas classic is the perfect
size in this hardback mini edition. Late on
 Christmas Eve, after the town has gone to 
sleep, a boy boards a mysterious train that 
wwaits for him: the Polar Express bound 

for the North Pole!



Children’s Not Fiction
Prisoners of Geography
£16.99 HB - October

How did the USA become a superpower? Why do 
people go to war? Why are some countries rich
 while others are so poor? Find the answers to 
these questions & many more in this eye-opening 

book, which uses maps book, which uses maps to explain how
 geography has shaped the history of our world.

Grand Tour of the Solar System
£12.99 HB - September

An epic journey through the Solar System.
This fun, action-packed title leaves no 

question unanswered & no meteorite unturned.

£25 HB
September

£16.99 HB
September

£8.99 PB - August
Rebel Cats also Available!

How to be 
Extraordinary
£6.99 PB -August
This book will inspire 
children with 15 

extraordinary stories 
tto help them to decide 
how they can be
 extraordinary too!



Older Children’s Fiction

£6.99 PB August
Cosmo's family is falling apart.
He knows exactly what to do. 
There's only one problem. 
Cosmo is a Golden Retriever.
Wise, funny & filled with
wwarmth & heart - a moving,
beautiful story, with a 
wonderfully unique hero.

£12.99 HB June
Eleven-year-old Evie 
has a talent. A 
SUPERTALENT. A 
talent that can let 
her HEAR animals’ 

thothoughts! Her dad says
it’s dangerous but it
could save the town...

£6.99 PB June
Felix is struggling at 
school. His ADHD makes 
it hard & his grades are 
slipping. When his 

Granddad teaches him 
Chess he Chess he realises the
 best lessons can be
the most unexpected!

£6.99 PB July
A heart-warming &
 laugh-out-loud 

story about learning 
that love is never 

lost & change doesn't 
hhave to be scary.

£6.99 PB May
Eleven-year-old Casper 
Tock hates risks & is 
allergic to adventures.
So it’s a shock when he
stumbles into a
magical kinmagical kingdom

& he wants to get home!

£6.99 PB April
There's been a murder in
 THE TRI: the high-rise home 
to resident know-it-alls, 
Nik & Norva. Who better to 
solve the case? Armed with 

curiosity & home-turf knowcuriosity & home-turf knowledge
they start investigating.



Older Children’s Fiction

£6.99 PB August
Twins Arthur & Rose went 
to the Land of Roar, an 
imaginary land filled with 
magic & adventure. Now the 
twins are 11, Roar is just a 
memory. But when their memory. But when their 
Grandad vanishes, maybe 

it's Roar...

£6.99 PB September
Yanka was found in 
a bear cave as a 
baby. When she has 
to flee her house, 
looking for answers 
about who she is, about who she is, 
a journey she never 
imagined begins... 

£6.99 PB October
A sinking boat. A girl in 

disguise. A disappearing sea.
Fortune Sharpe is sent 
away to find work dressed 
as a boy. A rich manor 
house is hiring but ihouse is hiring but its
 inhabitants harbour 
dangerous secrets of 

their own...

£12.99 HB September
Tilly is a bookwanderer;

she can travel inside books, 
& even talk to the characters.
 Tilly's powers are put to the 
test when fairytales start 
lleaking book magic...

£6.99 PB October
Kara & Joe spend their 
days navigating the 
perilous waterways 
of a sunken city. But 
problems start when 
ththey find an odd map...

£10.99 HB September
Brothers Frank & Max 
have to come together 
when tragedy strikes...
This heart-breaking & 
hopeful novel reminds us
 we’re all made of stardust.



Teen & Young Adult

£12.99 HB October
There is something dangerous 
in the deep waters of the 

undersea, calling for someone
 to retrieve it... can 14 year-old
Jelt do it? When the waves 
try try to claim Jelt, his friend 
Hark will do anything...

£7.99 PB August
A YA novel like no 
other. Martha & 
her friends are 
stuck on a giant 

killer jellyfish. They've
 decided that th decided that they're 
either going to 

escape, or die trying.

£20 HB November
A gorgeous new illustrated 
edition of this Neil Gaiman 
classic. A strange, sometimes 
dark & captivating tale
 For there are memories 
hahard to believe, waiting 
at the edge of things. 

£6.99 PB September
One of Ian Livingstone’s
interactive novels or
gamebooks. Each story
is read seperatley & you 
are the hero. You choose
what happens newhat happens next! Can
you stop the Snow Witch?

£7.99 PB April
Sam is only 15 but he & his 
autistic older brother have
to fend for themselves. Sam 
breaks into empty houses 
when their owners are away, 
until one duntil one day he's caught out 
when a family returns home.  

£7.99 PB April
Over 70 inspirational 
people open up about
their mental health. 
However you’re 

feeling, young or old,
this book shothis book shows you
you’re not alone. 



Teen & Young Adult

£12.99 HB September
Gothic, intoxicating, feminist &

romantic - this is the 
breathtakingly imagined 
untold story of the brides
 of Dracula. They say the
 thirst of b thirst of blood is like a 

madness - they must sate it. 
Even with their own kin.

£12.99 PB June
More than 50 

inspirational stories from 
modern teenagers who've 
dared to change the world 
they live in. It shows that
other other teens can too... 

£7.99 PB June
17 year old Sunny 

starts boxing to protect 
himself after a racist 
attack. Racial tensions 
rise in Bristol when a Far
Right maRight march turns violent
 & Sunny might lose a 
friend to radicalisation. 

£7.99 PB October
When Jordan Bishop set himself 
on fire as a result of internet 
bullying, new laws were made 
for teachers to snoop on 

social media. For teen hacker, Eli 
the lthe laws threaten freedoms &
he seeks a dierent kind 
of justice for Jordan

£7.99 PB October
It looked like love. It 
felt like love. But this 
isn't a love story. 
Love isn't supposed 
to hurt like this. So 
Amelie is Amelie is revisiting 
all the places Reese
made her cry. 

£7.99 PB August
Crossfire is the new novel
 in the ground-breaking 
Noughts & Crosses series. 
For the first time ever,
 a Nought Prime Minister
 is in powe is in power. Race &

 class don't divide people 
anymore. Or do they?



Designs pictured may dier from designs 
available in store - we always stock a wide
 & varied range including the newest designs.

They come in three 
dierent sizes:
260ml £15-£20
500ml £20-£25
750ml £25-£30

Chilly’s Bottles!
24 Hours Cold
12hrs Hot

Stylish & Eco-Friendly
Leak-proof

Condensation Free
BPA free

High-gHigh-grade 304 stainless 
steel inside & out
Stay hydrated 
Preserves flavour,

temperature & freshness

Plain or patterned there’s a Chilly’s for everyone!



Give the gift of
Choice this Christmas!

 

Our very own Imagined Things Vouchers
can be used on anything in the shop

including book orders!

(Vouchers can be for any amount you choose. Valid for one year. 
Vouchers must be redeemed in store, not through online/phone orders.)

(More designs available. National Book Tokens can only be spent on books.)

National Book Tokens

Imagined Things Vouchers!

We sell National Book Tokens which can 
be used in virtually all bookshops (chain &

independent) in the country! 



Located in the town centre we sell a large range 
of children’s & adults’books, cards, wrapping 

paper, gifts & more!
 

Inside the catalogue you’ll find a range of books that 
will make great gifts this Christmas! As well as 
this we’ll have even more in the shop & operate a next this we’ll have even more in the shop & operate a next 
day book ordering service until late in December too! 

 

Come & see us to see  to experience the wonder of an 
Independent Bookshop this Christmas! You’re 
holding just a taste of what we have to offer to 

make Christmas magical... 

Harrogate’s Independent Bookshop!


